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1. Introduction:  The Rhinobar is a heavy duty hydrodynamic bar feed for use with all 

high speed CNC lathes. It is a single tube, muzzle-loading bar feed capable of 

handling round, hexagonal, square, and in some applications asymmetric bar stock up 

to 2 3/4” (70mm) in diameter.   

 

The bar feed utilizes the hydrodynamic effect created by the rotating stock in an oil 

bath. As the stock begins to rotate, a hydrodynamic pressure builds beneath it lifting 

the stock. At optimal speed the bar becomes centered in the feed tube.  Since the 

entire bar is supported in oil, vibrations are minimized by the damping qualities of the 

oil. 

 

The barrel is a high strength steel tube and is held in place by a unique 

clamping/bearing arrangement. This design allows for easy swing out movement. 

 

The design utilizes feed tubes to accommodate the various stock sizes. The feed tube 

assemblies come in sizes from 1/4” to 2 3/4”. Each feed tube is equipped with an 

integral pusher that engages the stock and translates oil pressure into the force needed 

to advance the stock into the lathe spindle.  

 

Each feed tube will need a matching spindle liner that is specifically designed for the 

lathe. The purpose of the spindle liner is to limit stock whip in the machine spindle. 

  

NOTE:  This bar feed is designed for maximum ease of use and safe operation.  It is 

strongly recommended that all individuals that are likely to use or maintain this 

equipment thoroughly read and understand this entire manual. 
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Statement of warranty: The products furnished hereunder are guaranteed by Lexair,Inc., 

against any defect in material or workmanship for a period one (1) year from the date of 

shipment when owned by the original buyer or first user, and maintained and operated under 

normal conditions.  Any products furnished hereunder not manufactured by Lexair, Inc., are 

warranted only to the extent of the original manufacturer’s warranty. Parts found to be 

defective in material or workmanship under this guaranty shall be repaired or replaced 

without charge, F.O.B., original point of shipment, provided prompt notice of the defect is 

given and compliance with the terms of the guaranty is established.  LEXAIR, INC., SHALL 

BE LIMITED STRICTLY AND WHOLLY TO THE FOREGOING. 

 

In no event shall Lexair, Inc. be liable for consequential or incidental damages or for any 

other costs, expenses or damages incurred by you attributed to any item sold hereunder. 

 

NOTICE:  The lathe must be anchored in place to prevent it from moving and altering the 

lathe to bar feed alignment.  If this is not done, Lexair, Inc. DOES NOT guarantee the setup 

alignment or optimum bar feed performance. 
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3. Installation:  In order to achieve the highest level of performance from the bar feed it 

is essential that it be properly installed.  This task requires mechanical aptitude, a 

thorough understanding of electricity, and some knowledge of the electronics of CNC 

lathes.  Please be advised that  THE MANUFACTURER ACCEPTS NO 

RESPONSIBILITY FOR ANY INSTALLATION CARRIED OUT BY 

UNTRAINED PERSONNEL. 

 

3.1. Special tools:  In addition to basic hand tools the following tools are required 

to properly assemble and install the bar feed: 

 

3.1.1. A set of alignment plugs.  These can be made from the plans provided 

in figure A2, appendix A. 

3.1.2. 30 feet of 60 lb. test monofilament fishing line. 

3.1.3. 3/4” concrete drill. 

3.1.4. Heavy duty hammer drill. 

3.1.5. Multimeter. 

3.1.6. Chalk line. 

3.1.7. 25 foot steel tape measure. 

3.1.8. Teflon pipe sealing tape. 

3.1.9. 1/2 electrical knock out punch (7/8” diameter). 

3.1.10. Level. 

3.1.11. 30 gallons hydraulic oil (see SECTION 5). 

3.1.12. Appropriate spindle liner. 

 

3.2. Pre-installation requirements:  The following requirements should be 

completed prior to the mechanical installation: 

 

3.2.1. The floor should be firm and in good condition. 

3.2.2. There should be enough space for installation of the bar feed at the 

spindle end of the lathe as well as adequate clearance in front of the 

lathe for loading the bar feed. See figure A3, appendix A. 

3.2.3. The lathe must be completely installed, leveled, and fully operational 

including the chucking system.  

 

3.3. Unpacking:  The bar feed is delivered in two separate packing crates. One 

crate contains the bar feed barrel assembly and feed tubes.  The other contains 

the front and rear pedestal assemblies as well as the hydraulic unit. 

. 

3.3.1. Remove the heavy cardboard box covering the hydraulic unit and 

pedestal assemblies. 

3.3.2. Remove the top and sides of the long crate containing the barrel 

assembly. 
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3.3.3. Bring the two pallets close to the lathe. 

3.3.4. Remove the four lag screws from each pedestal base. Place the 

pedestals in line with the lathe spindle, the front pedestal, the one with 

the clamping arm, closest to the lathe. 

3.3.5. Remove the four screws that hold the hydraulic unit in place. Set the 

unit aside until later. 

3.3.6. Open the cardboard box containing the installation kit and set it in a 

convenient, out of the way place. 

 

3.4. Initial Assembly: 

3.4.1. Using a chalk line, strike a line on the floor parallel to the lathe spindle 

and in line with the front of the lathe. Establish by measurement a 

dimension from the line to the lathe spindle centerline.  Using this 

reference dimension, position the front and rear pedestals as shown in 

figure A1, appendix A.  NOTE:  A feed tube rack is built into one of 

the support webs of each pedestal and resembles a saw blade.  This 

should be on the front side. 

3.4.2. Install eight (8) 5/8-11x2 1/4” leveling bolts into each pedestal and 

adjust the four (4) outermost so that the bottom of the base is 

approximately 1/2” above the floor.  Roughly level each pedestal at the 

top support plate by continuing to adjust the four (4) outermost 

leveling screws.  Be sure that all four screws are in touch with the floor 

and the pedestals do not rock. 

3.4.3. Insert the four (4) round guide bushings into the holes in the front 

pedestal swing out support. 

3.4.4. Align the swing out support arm so that the stop screw is at the bottom 

of the swing out arm and at the rear of the pedestal. Slide the swing out 

support arm between the rollers of the front barrel clamp.  

3.4.5. Carefully lift and support the barrel assembly with nylon lifting straps, 

and set the barrel assembly on the pedestals  

3.4.6. Attach the rear barrel clamp to the rear pedestal plate with two  (2) 1/2-

13x1 1/4 socket head cap screws through the two (2) slotted holes.  

Center the screws in the slots and tighten. 

3.4.7. Attach the front barrel clamp to the front pedestal swing out arm with 

two (2) ½-13x3 socket head cap screws through the two (2) holes in 

the bottom of the swing out arm. Tighten the screws. 

3.4.8. Drop the brass clamping piston into the top of the front barrel clamp 

with the counter sink side up. 

3.4.9. Install the clamping screw into threaded hole in the top of the clamping 

arm. Move the front barrel clamp in or out slightly so that the clamping 

screw engages the very center of the clamping piston and tighten. 
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3.4.10. Insert the clamping screw handle in the horizontal hole in the top of 

the clamping screw and secure it with the 3/8-16x..38 set screw. 

Thread the black knob onto the handle. 

3.4.11. Next locate the clamp ½-20x1 nylock position set screw located on the 

back of the clamping arm just above the swing out support arm.  

Adjust it so that is just touches the barrel clamp. 

 

3.5. Alignment:     

3.5.1. Roughly align the bar feed with the lathe spindle side to side by 

bumping the bar feed pedestals forward or back. Be careful to keep the 

pedestals square. 

3.5.2. Next, loosen the four (4) ½-13 button head column clamping screws 

located on the back side of each pedestal. Raise or lower the barrel as 

required by turning the jack screw bolt located in front of the column.  

Adjust them both until the barrel is level and approximately in line 

with the lathe spindle. 

3.5.3. Remove the three (4) ¼-20 socket head cap screws that hold the barrel 

end cap on and remove the cap. Starting from the cap end extend the 

steel tape measure through the barrel, lathe spindle and chuck.  Lock in 

place. Tie one end of the fishing line to the end of the tape measure 

and pull it through the spindle and barrel. Next thread the end of the 

line through the hole in the larger alignment plug and tie a knot.  Place 

the plug in the end of the barrel and hold it there with one (1) of the 

1/4-20 socket head cap screws removed earlier. Now thread the other 

end through the other alignment plug and clamp it in the chuck.  Pull 

and tie a loop in the line close to the plug. Move the lathe turret close 

to the plug. Attach the loop to a convenient protrusion on the turret and 

move turret away back to tighten the line. 

3.5.4. Using a scale held vertically at the end of the spindle measure the 

position of the line relative to the spindle ID.  If the line is too high 

then lower the rear column.  Conversely, if it is too low then raise the 

rear column. 

3.5.5. Place the scale vertically on the face of the bar feed recuperator and 

measure the position of the line relative to the opening ID.  Raise or 

lower the front column to center the line. 

3.5.6. Place the scale horizontally on the end of the spindle and measure the 

position of the line relative to the spindle ID.  Bump the rear pedestal 

in or out to center the line. 

3.5.7. Place the scale horizontally on the face of the bar feed recuperator and 

measure the position of the line relative to the opening ID.  Bump the 

front pedestal in or out to center the line. 

3.5.8. Repeat steps 3.5.5. through 3.5.8. until the line is centered in both the 

spindle end and the bar feed recuperator. 
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3.5.9. Tighten the four (4) column clamping screws of each pedestal to 

secure the columns in place. 

3.5.10. Recheck the position of the line in the spindle and make any vertical 

corrections by adjusting the rear pedestal base leveling screws.  

Horizontal adjustments are made the same as before (step g).  NOTE:  

the better the alignment the better the end performance will be. 

3.5.11. Once the proper alignment has been achieved, adjust the four (4) 

innermost leveling screws until they contact the floor. 

3.5.12. Drill four (4) 3/4 inch diameter holes in the floor through the four (4) 

holes in each pedestal base. Drill the holes deep enough to take the 

entire anchor plus ¾ inch. 

3.5.13. Attach a washer and a nut on each anchor.  Drive each anchor 

completely in with a hammer.  Tighten each anchor incrementally to 

evenly distribute the load and to keep any one anchor from 

compromising the alignment. 

3.5.14. Do a final check of the alignment and make any adjustments. 

3.5.15. Remove the line and alignment plugs.  Replace the barrel end cap and 

three (3) 1/4-20 socket head cap screws. 

 

3.6. Final assembly:  

3.6.1. Place the hydraulic unit between the pedestals with the electrical 

control cabinet facing toward the lathe.  See figure A1, appendix A. 

3.6.2. Secure one end of the 1 1/2” diameter drain hose to the recuperator 

hose barb with one (1) of the 1 1/2” hose clamps.  Secure the other end 

to the barb on the strainer housing located on the top of the hydraulic 

unit. 

3.6.3. Secure one end of the 1” diameter supply hose to the hose barb on the 

end control valve with one (1) of the 1” hose clamps.  Secure the other 

end to the barb on the barrel end cap with the other 1” hose clamp.  

NOTE:  This hose will have up to 40 PSI of hydraulic oil on it. 

3.6.4. Push one end of the ¼” vent hose into the fitting on the top of the 

hydraulic unit next to the control valve.  Push the other end into the 

fitting on the barrel end cap.  With the nine (9) remaining wire ties, tie 

the 1” supply hose and the ¼” vent hose together periodically down the 

length of the two hoses. 

3.6.5. Unroll the cable assemblies.  Remove the cover from junction box and 

remove the ground screw mounted on the rear of the box. Attach the 

junction box to the junction box bracket with two (2) 1/4-20x3/8 

button head cap screws. Reinstall the ground screw through the hole in 

the bracket and the junction box. 
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3.6.6. Remove the bar feed’s recuperator nut and slip the pressure switch 

assembly support over the screw threads. The support should be 

parallel with the barrel. Tighten the nut back on the recuperator handle. 

3.6.7. Disconnect the DIN connector from the pressure switch. Apply four 

(4) turns of Teflon tape to the threads of the pressure switch and screw 

it into the port on the back of the bar feed recuperator. Reconnect the 

DIN connector to the pressure switch. 

3.6.8. Run the control pendant under the barrel and between the front 

pedestal and the lathe.  Hang the pendant over the swing out support 

arm handle by the wire loop on the back of the pendant. 

3.6.9. Attach the safety switch to the side of the clamping arm with two (2) 

#8-32 x 1/2 button head cap screws. Attach the key to the front 

clamping spacer. With two (2) #8 -32 x 3/4 button head cap screws 

and #8-32 nuts. Adjust the switch so that the key glides smoothly into 

the receiver. 

3.6.10. Route the two (2) lathe cables on the floor to the lathe electrical 

cabinet.  Find a convenient location and punch two (2) holes in the 

cabinet using a 1/2 electrical knock out punch. 

3.6.11. Remove the plastic nuts from the cable assemblies and run the wire 

through the holes and replace the nuts.  NOTE:  The rubber sealing 

washer should be on the outside of the electrical cabinet. 

3.6.12. Remove the strainer housing cap and fill the hydraulic tank with oil, 

approximately 30 gallons.  See section 5 for type. 

 

3.7. Pusher modification 1/4” to 2 3/4”:  The bar feed pushers are cut to length 

and assembled on site per application. 

 

3.7.1. The pushers are shipped inside each feed tube.  Remove the wire 

retainer securing the pusher to the feed tube front bushing.  NOTE: Do 

not remove the front bushing from the feed tube.  Doing so will result 

in damage to the o-ring seals. 

3.7.2. Place the appropriate spindle liner in the spindle of the lathe and 

secure. 

3.7.3. Actuate the chuck in or out so that the draw tube/spindle liner is in its 

rear most position. Position the bar feed with the feed tube and feed 

tube extension no more than 1” from the rear of the spindle liner. 

Remove the feed tube extension.  Measure the distance from the rear 

of the chuck jaws or collet pads to the front of the bar feed recuperator. 
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3.7.4. Measure the pusher tube from the front of the pusher cone back the 

determined distance and mark. 

3.7.5. Cut the pusher to length being sure to make a perpendicular cut.  

Debur thoroughly. 

3.7.6. Apply grease to the pusher piston o-ring and install the pusher piston 

securely in the pusher tube.  Using figures A4 and A5, appendix A, as 

a reference, drill the specified diameter hole at the specified location 

through the pusher tube and piston.  Pin in place with the supplied roll 

pin. NOTE: Do not remove the piston from the pusher tube once the 

hole is drilled.  Doing so will damage the o-ring seal.  

3.7.7. Remove the rear feed tube bushing, apply grease to the piston o-ring 

and insert the pusher (pusher head first) into the rear of the  

feed tube.  Reinstall the rear feed tube bushing. NOTE: do not over 

tighten the set screws. 

 

 

3.8. Electrical interfacing (Standard CNC Lathe Applications): The following 

is a description of the bar feed electrical requirements.   These descriptions 

should be used along with the interface diagram (figure A6) and the electrical 

schematic (figure A7) found in appendix A. 

 

3.8.1. Hydraulic pump motor supply:  The bar feed hydraulic pump is driven 

by a 1 hp high efficiency, dual voltage, 3 phase, 60 Hz motor.  It comes 

from the factory wired for 208/230 VAC, but can be rewired for 460 

VAC.  The supply tap for the bar feed should be on a circuit of no 

more than 20 amps.  

 

 

 

For ¼” to 3/8” pusher tubes add 6.75” to the measurement. 

For ½” to 2 3/4” pusher tubes add 5.5” to the measurement. 

 

Example: The distance from the back edge of the collet pads to the front 

of the bar feed recuperator = 32” 

 

¼” pusher tube cut off length:  32” + 6.75” = 38.75” 

¾” pusher tube cut off length:  32” + 5.5” = 37.5” 
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3.8.2. Emergency  Stop:  The bar feed emergency stop button should be 

wired in series with the lathe emergency stop if the circuit is less than 

1 amp.  In normal operation the emergency stop switch is closed.  

Depressing the bar feed emergency stop button will interrupt the signal 

resulting in a stoppage of both machines. 

3.8.3. Manual control circuit:  The bar feed supplies a continuous source of 

24 volts DC for the operation in the manual and auto-retract modes.  

Operation of the bar feed requires the bar feed to be “ON” but 

manipulation of the manual modes are otherwise independent of the 

lathe modes.  

3.8.4. Auto control circuit :  When the bar feed is in the “AUTO” mode the 

bar feed control system provides a 24 volt DC signal for manipulation 

by the lathe.  The lathe should turn this signal on only when it is in the 

auto cycle and it is running a program.  Interruption of the lathe 

program by the operator, alarm, or other fault condition should 

interrupt the “AUTO” signal to the bar feed. 

3.8.5. Control signal voltage:  This should be the input voltage required by 

the lathe for input signals.  These signals are assumed to be less than 3 

amps. 

3.8.6. End of Bar signal:  The end of bar signal alerts the lathe that the bar 

feed is empty.  The lathe should therefore terminate the current 

program and display an alarm if possible.  This signal can be selected 

at the bar feed to be high (Normally Closed) or low (Normally Open). 

3.8.7. Alarm signal:  The alarm signal alerts the lathe that one of the 

following condition has occurred at the bar feed: 

1.  The motor thermal overload has tripped. 

2.  A short circuit has occurred in the motor circuit. 

3.  The Emergency Stop button has been depressed. 

4.  The barrel has come loose and has ether moved back or swung out. 

This signal can be selected at the bar feed to be high (Normally 

Closed) or low (Normally Open). 
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3.9. Testing the Interface: 

3.9.1. Verify that the bar feed has been enabled at the lathe control. 

3.9.2. With the bar feed mode selector switch in MAN momentarily press the 

forward () button while watching the rotation of the hydraulic motor 

fan.  It should turn clockwise.  If it turns counter clockwise then switch 

the motor supply leads L1 and L3 with each other. 

3.9.3. With no stock in the bar feed jog the pusher forward till it is almost to 

its full travel.  Place the bar feed mode selector switch in AUTO and 

press the forward () button.  The bar feed is now in auto mode.  

Place the lathe in a mock program cycle.  The bar feed should activate, 

reach END OF BAR and retract.   The lathe should stop. 

3.9.4. Swing out the bar feed.  This should result in an alarm at the lathe. 
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4.        Operation: 

4.1. Safety:  Some previously accepted shop practices may not reflect current 

safety regulation and procedures, and should be re-examined to ensure 

compliance with the correct safety and health standards.  Please read all of 

the following recommendations before proceeding any further.  If strict 

compliance with the following safety procedures is not under taken, the 

manufacturer accepts no responsibility for any accident thus incurred. 

 

4.1.1. DO NOT remove any warning or instruction tags from the machine. 

4.1.2. DO NOT operate equipment if unusual or excessive heat, noise smoke 

or vibration occurs.  Report any of these as well as any damaged parts 

to the appropriate person. 

4.1.3. DO NOT reach into any control or electrical enclosure unless 

electrical and hydraulic power is off. 

4.1.4. DO NOT allow the operation or repair of equipment by untrained 

personnel. 

4.1.5. DO NOT use toxic or flammable substances as a solvent or cleaner or 

coolant. 

4.1.6. DO NOT alter the bar feed. 

4.1.7. DO NOT operate any equipment while any part of the body is in the 

proximity of a potentially hazardous area. 

4.1.8. DO NOT leave tools, work pieces or other loose items where they can 

come into contact with the rotating stock or moving parts of the bar 

feed. 

4.1.9. DO consult your supervisor when in doubt about the correct way to do 

a job. 

4.1.10. DO remove the power by use of the main disconnect before attempting 

repairs or maintenance. 

4.1.11. DO keep areas around the bar feed well lit, dry, and clear. 

4.1.12. DO keep chemical and flammable material away from the bar feed. 

4.1.13. DO make sure that all guarding is in place and in good condition. 

4.1.14. DO know were all STOP buttons are located in the event of an 

emergency. 

4.1.15. DO make sure that all bar feed functions are correctly programmed 

and that all controls are set in the desired modes. 
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4.2. Bar feed controls:  

 

4.2.1. Emergency stop button: If the bar feed emergency stop button is 

depressed the CNC machine as well as the bar feed will be shut down. 

None of the controls will function.  Turn the emergency stop button 

clockwise to reset.  If the bar feed was in auto it will require the 

forward () button to be pressed to set the bar feed back to auto 

mode. 

4.2.2. Mode selector switch: The mode selector switch selects between the 

manual (MAN) and the automatic (AUTO) modes.  

4.2.3. Forward jog button: In the manual mode the forward () jog button 

advances the stock toward the machine spindle.  In the automatic mode 

the forward button latches the bar feed into the auto mode: 

4.2.4. Reverse jog button: The reverse () jog button retracts the bar feed 

pusher.  It will work when the bar feed is in the swung out position.  If, 

while loading a new bar, the pusher was not fully retracted it may be 

retracted without resetting the barrel. 

 

4.3. Feed tube selection: Feed tubes available in sizes from 1/4” to 2 3/4” 

diameter primarily in increments of 1/8”. For best performance the feed tube 

and stock size should match as closely as possible. NOTE: a matching spindle 

liner is required for each size feed tube. 

 

4.4. Feed tube removal: 

 

4.4.1. Be sure the bar feed mode selector switch is in the MAN mode. 

4.4.2. Evacuate any remaining oil from the feed tube by manually running the 

bar feed in reverse until air shows in the supply line. 

4.4.3. Loosen the clamping screw four or five turns to unclamp the barrel. 

Pull straight out on the swing out support arm to clear the front of the 

machine. 

4.4.4. Loosen the feed tube locking screws and remove the feed tube 

extension. 

4.4.5. Remove the bushing from the extension and store. 

4.4.6. Insert the feed tube removal tool into the recuperator hole in the feed 

tube and pull the assembly out of the main barrel. Once out, place on 

the tube rack. 

 

4.5. Feed tube installation: 

 

4.5.1. Be sure the bar feed mode selector switch is in the MAN mode. 

4.5.2. Replace the extension bushing with the appropriately sized bushing. 
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4.5.3. Loosen the clamping screw four or five turns to unclamp the barrel. 

Pull straight out on the swing out support arm to clear the front of the 

machine. 

4.5.4. Insert the feed tube into the barrel.  As the feed tube front bushing 

nears the bar feed recuperator align the flat on the feed tube spacer so 

that it faces up. Install the feed tube extension to the selected feed tube. 

4.5.5. Align the key slot with the feed tube locking screws. 

4.5.6. Rotate the feed tube 5 degrees clockwise to engage the screws.  

Tighten the two locking screws to lock the feed tube in place.  

 

4.6. Setting flow rate:  It is important to properly set the oil flow rate prior to 

running a job for a particular feed tube.  If it is to low the bar feed will be 

starved and performance will be diminished.  If it is to high, the possibility 

exist for the recuperator to over flow. For most applications, the hydraulic 

pressure is adjusted between 25 and 30 psi. 

 

4.6.1. With the feed tube installed and no stock in the barrel, manually 

advance the pusher completely into the lathe. 

4.6.2. Hold the forward () button down until the oil flow is seen in the 

drain hose. 

4.6.3. Continue holding the forward () button and increase or decrease the 

pressure on the bar feed control valve until the level of the oil in the 

drain hose is maintained 1” to 2” below the recuperator hose fitting. 

 

4.7. Stock straightness: In order to obtain maximum performance, the stock 

should be straight.  The following is the preferred method of checking for 

stock straightness.  From the resulting information you can easily tell the 

extent of the straightness of the bar.  NOTE: some bent bars may be cut in half 

and run successfully. 

 

4.7.1. Place the bar on two V blocks and arrange three dial indicators as 

shown in Figure A8b, appendix A 

4.7.2. Rotate the bar and determine the highest point on indicator #1. 

4.7.3. Set the three dial indicators to “0” and mark the highest point on the 

bar. 

4.7.4. Rotate the bar 180° and determine the deflection of the three dial 

indicators. 

4.7.5. Rotate the bar and determine the highest point at the middle dial 

indicator.  Note the changes on all three indicators and the angle 

relative to the 0 mark on the bar. 

4.7.6. Rotate the bar 180° and note the angular position corresponding to the 

lowest point on the middle indicator and the changes of the three 

indicators in that position. 
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4.7.7. Turn the bar again and find the highest point in indicator #3. 

4.7.8. Turn the bar 180.  Note the angle of the lowest point on indicator #3 

and the changes on all three indicators in that position. 

 

4.8. Stock chamfer: One end of all bars must be chamfered.  It is essential that 

all concerned with the use of the bar feed realize the importance of chamfering 

the bar end where it engages the push rod cone.  Failure to chamfer the bar 

ends correctly will result in excessive vibration, inferior performance, and 

possible damage to the bar feed. 

 

4.8.1. The end that engages the pusher shall be chamfered at a 60 degree 

included angle and concentric to within 0.006” of the stock centerline. 

4.8.2. The chamfer shall reduce the diameter by 30%.  See Figure A8a, 

appendix A. 

4.8.3. When turning tubing a plug having the proper chamfer should be 

inserted into the bar end. 

 

4.9. Loading: 

4.9.1. Be sure the bar feed mode selector switch is in the MAN mode. 

4.9.2. Evacuate any remaining oil from the feed tube by running the bar feed 

in the reverse until air shows in the supply line. 

4.9.3. Loosen the clamping screw four or five turns to unclamp the barrel. 

Pull straight out on the swing out support arm to clear the front of the 

machine. 

4.9.4. Insert the stock into the bar feed barrel completely. 

4.9.5. Push straight in on the swing out support arm until the front barrel 

clamp fully engages the clamping arm and re-tighten the clamping 

screw. 

4.9.6. With the chuck/collet open jog the stock forward until the stock is just 

through the chuck/collet. 

4.9.7. Close the collet. 

 

4.10. Start auto mode: With the bar stock loaded turn the bar feed mode selector 

switch to the AUTO position and press the forward () button.  The green 

indicator light on the top of the control pendent will illuminate to indicate the 

bar feed is in auto and under control of the machine. 
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4.11. Programming: Programming the bar feed is very straightforward.  It does, 

however, require that some kind of stop be used on the turret.  The stop can be 

dedicated, or the back of the cut off tool.  To feed the stock to length follow 

these steps: 

 

4.11.1. Position the stop approximately .060” past the cut off position. 

4.11.2. Open the chuck/collet. 

4.11.3. Dwell to allow the stock to advance to the stop. 

4.11.4. Feed the stock to length. 

4.11.5. Close the chuck/collet 

4.11.6. Machine part. 
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Maintenance: The bar feed is designed for easy maintenance with a minimum amount of 

work. Proper maintenance will keep it running smoothly and safely for many years to come. 

 

CAUTION:  Before beginning any maintenance procedure make sure all 

electrical power is switched off and all hydraulic pressure is released. 

 

5.1. Hydraulic unit: 

 

5.1.1. Hydraulic oil: The hydraulic tank should be drained and any sediment 

removed once a year. If the environment is especially dirty change the 

oil more frequently. The bar feed uses 35 gallons of anti-wear ISO 100 

hydraulic oil. The recommended oil is Shell Telles AW 100. However, 

there are equivalents. 

5.1.2. Oil level: The hydraulic oil level should be checked weekly and 

maintained between the minimum and maximum marks on the tank 

sight gage. 

5.1.3. Strainer basket: The strainer basket should be removed and emptied 

weekly. 

5.1.4. Intake filter: The pump inlet filter should be cleaned once a year. 

5.1.5. Control Valve: The hydraulic control valve should be disassembled 

and inspected once a year. It is a good precaution to replace all rubber 

parts at this time. 

5.1.6. Hoses: All hoses should be inspected periodically for cracks or 

punctures and replaced as needed. 

 

5.2. Feed tubes:   

 

5.2.1. Feed tube O-Rings: The o-rings on the exterior of the feed tube 

bushings should be inspected every time the feed tube is changed.  

Replace any warn or torn o-rings. 

5.2.2. Pusher seals: The pusher seals should be replaced whenever they 

become warn. If the pusher fails to retract properly, it is an indication 

that the seals are worn. At this time it is advisable to replace the rest of 

the internal seals. 

5.2.3. Pusher bearings: The pusher cone bearings should be inspected once 

a year. Any bearing assembly that does not turn smoothly or exhibits 

excessive play should be replaced. 
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 RB6-2.75  Rhinobar Feed Tube Kits      

 66-0487-1 .25" Feed Tube Kit  66-0383-1 1.25" Feed Tube Kit   

 66-0668-1 .38" Feed Tube Kit  66-0672-1 1.38" Feed Tube Kit   

 66-0380-1 .50" Feed Tube Kit  66-0384-1 1.50" Feed Tube Kit   

 66-0669-1 .62" Feed Tube Kit  66-0509-1 1.62" Feed Tube Kit   

 66-0381-1 .75" Feed Tube Kit  66-0385-1 1.75" Feed Tube Kit   

 66-0670-1 .88" Feed Tube Kit  66-0386-1 2.00" Feed Tube Kit   

 66-0382-1 1.00" Feed Tube Kit  66-0387-1 2.25" Feed Tube Kit   

 66-0508-1 1.06" Feed Tube Kit  66-0388-1 2.50" Feed Tube Kit   

 66-0671-1 1.12" Feed Tube Kit  66-0542-1 2.75" Feed Tube Kit   

          

 RB12-2.75 Rhinobar Feed Tube Kits        

 66-0488-1 .25" Feed Tube Kit  66-0392-1 1.25" Feed Tube Kit     

 66-0663-1 .38" Feed Tube Kit  66-0667-1 1.38" Feed Tube Kit     

 66-0389-1 .50" Feed Tube Kit  66-0393-1 1.50" Feed Tube Kit     

 66-0664-1 .62" Feed Tube Kit  66-0433-1 1.62" Feed Tube Kit     

 66-0390-1 .75" Feed Tube Kit  66-0394-1 1.75" Feed Tube Kit     

 66-0665-1 .88" Feed Tube Kit  66-0395-1 2.00" Feed Tube Kit     

 66-0391-1 1.00" Feed Tube Kit  66-0396-1 2.25" Feed Tube Kit     

 66-0511-1 1.06" Feed Tube Kit  66-0397-1 2.50" Feed Tube Kit     

 66-0666-1 1.12" Feed Tube Kit  66-0398-1 2.75" Feed Tube Kit     

          

 Item 1     O-ring Kits        

 66-0747 .25" Feed Tube O-Ring Kit  66-0747-9 1.25" Feed Tube O-Ring Kit     

 66-0747-1 .38" Feed Tube O-Ring Kit  66-0747-10 1.38" Feed Tube O-Ring Kit     

 66-0747-2 .50" Feed Tube O-Ring Kit  66-0747-11 1.50" Feed Tube O-Ring Kit     

 66-0747-3 .62" Feed Tube O-Ring Kit  66-0747-12 1.62" Feed Tube O-Ring Kit     

 66-0747-4 .75" Feed Tube O-Ring Kit  66-0747-13 1.75" Feed Tube O-Ring Kit     

 66-0747-5 .88" Feed Tube O-Ring Kit  66-0747-14 2.00" Feed Tube O-Ring Kit     

 66-0747-6 1.00" Feed Tube O-Ring Kit  66-0747-15 2.25" Feed Tube O-Ring Kit     

 66-0747-7 1.06" Feed Tube O-Ring Kit  66-0747-16 2.50" Feed Tube O-Ring Kit     

 66-0747-8 1.12" Feed Tube O-Ring Kit  66-0747-17 2.75" Feed Tube O-Ring Kit     

          

 Item 2     Feed Tube Inserts        

 66-0484 .25" Feed Tube Insert  66-5113 1.12" Feed Tube Insert     

 66-5110 .38" Feed Tube Insert  66-0117 1.25" Feed Tube Insert     

 66-0114 .50" Feed Tube Insert  66-5114 1.38" Feed Tube Insert     

 66-5111 .62" Feed Tube Insert  66-0118 1.50" Feed Tube Insert     

 66-0115 .75" Feed Tube Insert  66-5142 1.62" Feed Tube Insert     

 66-5112 .88" Feed Tube Insert  66-0119 1.75" Feed Tube Insert     

 66-0116 1.00" Feed Tube Insert  66-0120 2.00" Feed Tube Insert     

 66-0468 1.06" Feed Tube Insert  66-0121 2.25" Feed Tube Insert     
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 Item 3     Pusher Tubes w/Pusher Head        

 66-0647 .25" Pusher Assembly w/Piston  66-0558 1.25" Pusher Tube Assembly     

 66-0650 .38" Pusher Assembly w/Piston  66-0618 1.38" Pusher Tube Assembly     

 66-0554 .50" Pusher Tube Assembly  66-0580 1.50" Pusher Tube Assembly     

 66-0615 .62" Pusher Tube Assembly  66-0581 1.62" Pusher Tube Assembly     

 66-0555 .75" Pusher Tube Assembly  66-0582 1.75" Pusher Tube Assembly     

 66-0616 .88" Pusher Tube Assembly  66-0583 2.00" Pusher Tube Assembly     

 66-0556 1.00" Pusher Tube Assembly  66-0584 2.25" Pusher Tube Assembly     

 66-0557 1.06" Pusher Tube Assembly  66-0585 2.50" Pusher Tube Assembly     

 66-0617 1.12" Pusher Tube Assembly  66-0587 2.75" Pusher Tube Assembly     

          

 Item 4     Pusher Pistons        

 66-0648 .25" Pusher Piston Assembly  66-0356 1.25" Pusher Piston Assembly     

 66-0651 .38" Pusher Piston Assembly  66-0622 1.38" Pusher Piston Assembly     

 66-0353 .50" Pusher Piston Assembly  66-0357 1.50" Pusher Piston Assembly     

 66-0619 .62" Pusher Piston Assembly  66-0434 1.62" Pusher Piston Assembly     

 66-0354 .75" Pusher Piston Assembly  66-0358 1.75" Pusher Piston Assembly     

 66-0620 .88" Pusher Piston Assembly  66-0359 2.00" Pusher Piston Assembly     

 66-0355 1.00" Pusher Piston Assembly  66-0360 2.25" Pusher Piston Assembly     

 66-0456 1.06" Pusher Piston Assembly  66-0361 2.50" Pusher Piston Assembly     

 66-0621 1.12" Pusher Piston Assembly  66-0362 2.75" Pusher Piston Assembly     

          

 Item 5     Pusher Heads        

 66-0145 .50" Pusher Head  66-0632 1.38" Pusher Head     

 66-0623 .62" Pusher Head  66-0149 1.50" Pusher Head     

 66-0146 .75" Pusher Head  66-0514 1.62" Pusher Head     

 66-0626 .88" Pusher Head  66-0150 1.75" Pusher Head     

 66-0147 1.00" Pusher Head  66-0151 2.00" Pusher Head     

 66-0461 1.06" Pusher Head   66-0152 2.25" Pusher Head     

 66-0629 1.12" Pusher Head  66-0153 2.50" Pusher Head     

 66-0552 1.25" Pusher Head  66-0154 2.75" Pusher Head     

          

 Item 6     Extension Bushing        

 66-0712 .25" Extension Bushing  66-0712-12 1.25" Extension Bushing     

 66-0712-2 .38" Extension Bushing  66-0712-13 1.38" Extension Bushing     

 66-0712-3 .50" Extension Bushing  66-0712-14 1.50" Extension Bushing     

 66-0712-4 .62" Extension Bushing  66-0712-15 1.62" Extension Bushing     

 66-0712-5 .75" Extension Bushing  66-0712-16 1.75" Extension Bushing     

 66-0712-6 .88" Extension Bushing  66-0712-17 2.00" Extension Bushing     

 66-0712-8 1.00" Extension Bushing  66-0712-18 2.25" Extension Bushing     

 66-0712-9 1.06" Extension Bushing  66-0712-20 2.5" Extension Bushing     

 66-0712-10 1.12" Extension Bushing        
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6. Troubleshooting:   

6.1. Bar feed vibrates: While it is impossible to eliminate all vibration at all 

speeds the bar feed should operate smoothly without excessive vibration. The 

most common causes of vibration are as follows: 

 

6.1.1. Misalignment: The bar feed must be precisely aligned with the 

machine spindle and both the bar feed and the machine should be 

firmly bolted to the floor. 

6.1.2. Feed tube and/or spindle liner clearance: Excessive clearance 

between the stock and feed tube and or spindle liner will result in more 

vibration. It is recommended to use feed tubes and spindle liners that 

will maintain the optimal stock clearance of 1/32” to 1/16”. 

6.1.3. Stock straightness: The straightness of the stock is very important.  

The straighter the stock the better it will perform. NOTE: some bent 

stock can be cut in half and run successfully. 

6.1.4. Bar chamfer: If the stock is not chamfered at the correct angle, or to 

the correct diameter, or is not concentric with the stock centerline you 

can expect an increase in vibration. 

6.1.5. Stock material: Stock with high density and flexibility, such as brass 

or copper, can not be run as fast as most other stock materials. 

6.1.6. Stock shape: The stock shape will effect the vibration. Hex will run 

almost as well as round stock. Square and asymmetrical shaped stock 

will not run quite as well as hex. Allowances in RPM will have to be 

made. 
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Figure 1  Layout 

Figure 2  Alignment Bushings 

Figure 3  Floor Space Requirements 

Figure 4 & 5  Pusher Assembly 

Figure 6  Interface Diagram 

Figure 7  Electrical Diagram 

Figure 8  Stock Straightness & Chamfer 
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